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Abstract 

Most of the experience collected on wave overtopping is concentrated on emerged or zero-

freeboard structures, and only few experiments are available on over-washed dikes. The 

experience on submerged crest conditions is principally dedicated to rubble mound structures 

and limited to the wave reflection and transmission processes. The existing tools for the 

prediction of the average wave overtopping discharge (q) at dikes are therefore targeted to 

represent overtopped structures, leading to cautious estimates at over-washed dikes and 

unrealistic overestimations in case of catastrophic scenarios such as breached dikes. This paper 

proposes a new conceptual and practical method for the prediction of q that is valid for both over-

washed and fully breached dikes. It consists of three physically-based formulae whose 

coefficients are fitted on a new numerical database of smooth structures under variable wave 

attack. The predictions are compared with the new numerical results and the data and the tools 

available from the literature, i.e. experimental data, formulae and neural network. The new 

method gives a more realistic representation of the overtopping and overflow processes, 

reducing significantly the overestimation in case of breaching and being at least as accurate as 

the existing tools in case of over-washing.  

 

Keywords: wave overtopping discharge; overflow; breaching; dike; conceptual method; climate 

change.   
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Highlights 

An innovative method is proposed for the estimation of wave overtopping and overflow discharge 

at dikes 

The method can be applied to over-washed and breached dikes  

The method is based on a coherent theoretical and physically-based framework 

The method consists of three equations for a practical application 
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1. Introduction 

Earthen levees and dikes are used throughout the world to protect populations and 

infrastructures from periodic floods and high water due to storm surges. Ideally, the height of 

these structures should be adequate to prevent flood or storm surge overflow and/or wave 

overtopping for any storm scenario. However, economic constraints and environmental impacts 

usually impose more practical designs with lower crown elevations, accepting the associated risk 

that some wave/surge overtopping will occur during extreme events. The increase of the storm 

frequency and intensity induced by climate change, combined with the uncertainties related to 

extreme events and to climate variability, pose serious challenges to the long term design. It is 

likely that in the next future many dikes will operate for longer times at lower crest freeboards, 

i.e. close to mean sea level or even over-washed. Moreover, catastrophic events, such as the 

Hurricane Katrina (Seed et al., 2008), may cause the partial or complete breaching of the levees. 

Therefore, for design purposes, accurate estimates of the average overtopping rate for a set of 

climate conditions are needed to assess accurately the wave energy reduction and the safety 

level of the inland area and to minimize construction costs.  

For emerged structures, the database collected within the FP5 CLASH project (Van der Meer et 

al., 2009 (b)) and recently updated and extended by Zanuttigh et al. (2016), provides a wide 

experimental information on the wave overtopping discharge (q). Such database includes nearly 

18,000 laboratories measurements of q and is available upon registration at 

www.unibo.it/overtopping-neuralnetwork. Based on these data, EurOtop (2016) proposes the full 

range of formulae for permeable and impermeable emerged structures with gentle, steep and 

vertical slope. The neural networks for wave overtopping (Van Gent et al., 2007; Formentin et 

al., 2017) can deal with very complex geometries but cannot represent with confidence neither 

over-washed nor submerged conditions. 

For over-washed dikes, the information available so far is limited to the set of tests performed 

by Hughes & Nadal (2009) and Hughes et al. (2012). The authors provided a formula for 

estimating q that is based on the weir-like approximation proposed by EurOtop (2007) but it has 

been fitted on their data. The same formula adopted by EurOtop (2007) is recalled by EurOtop 

(2016).  

As for low-crest or submerged conditions, research was carried out during the FP5 project 

DELOS (Kramer et al., 2005), limitedly in most cases to wave reflection and transmission (Van 

der Meer et al., 2005). This experimental analysis prompted the calibration of numerical models 

(Johnson et al., 2005) and the development of conceptual approaches (Zanuttigh et al., 2008) 

but did not lead to the release of a formula for estimating q for any submergence.  

The overtopping process depends also on the structure landward conditions. The presence of 

water behind the breached dikes (“wet” landward conditions, from now on; see the scheme of 

Figure 1) determines a significant reduction of the hydraulic head between the off -shore and the 

in-shore sections of the structure crest and may generate piling-up and therefore return flow over 
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the crest. The result is that the value of q is significantly lower for the breached structure than 

for the same (i.e. same geometry) over-washed structure (i.e. characterized by “dry” landward 

conditions, from now on), exposed to the same wave conditions. The application of the weir-like 

formulae to structures in wet landward conditions may lead to overestimations of q and in turns 

to inaccurate predictions of the flooding consequent to the complete failure of the dikes. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Schematic layout of the dike cross-sections with reference to the adopted symbol and 

display of the “dry” and the “wet” landward conditions.  

 

The goal of this paper is to provide engineers and designers with a complete and innovative 

method for the estimation of the overtopping and overflow discharges behind over-washed and 

breached dikes. To this purpose, a systematic study was performed by means of numerical 

modelling and a novel method was developed based on the new numerical database and verified 

against existing experimental data.  

The paper structure is as follows. It starts (Section 2) with a short description of the model and 

presents the new numerical database, identifying the key parameters for the set-up of the 

numerical simulations. This database was set up by running the RANS-VOF code (IH-2VOF) 

developed by the University of Cantabria (Losada et al., 2005; Lara et al., 2008) in presence of 

smooth impermeable over-washed and breached structures. Above all, 94 tests were performed, 

by varying the structures off-shore slope, the crest freeboard and the wave attack. The validation 

of the numerical model is given by reporting the results of the simulation of 5 experimental tests 

of wave overtopping on over-washed dikes in dry landward conditions and 5 experimental tests 

of wave overtopping on submerged dikes in wet landward conditions. The verification of the 

accuracy of the numerical results is provided by comparing the values of the wave reflection and 

wave transmission coefficients (Kr and Kt) derived from the 94 numerical simulations with similar 

laboratory tests available from the literature and with the predictions prompted by the ANN tool 

developed by the authors (Zanuttigh et al., 2016; Formentin et al., 2017). Section 3 proposes an 

overview of the current methods available for the prediction of q, i.e. the formulae by EurOtop 

(2016) and by Hughes & Nadal (2009). The Section points out and discusses the limits of 

applicability of these methods, which are targeted to represent emerged or over-washed 

structures only. The new method, proposed in Section 4, has been specifically conceived to give 

a more appropriate representation of the overflow process that occurs when the hydraulic head 

between the off-shore and the in-shore sections of the structure is reduced by the presence of 

the water behind the structure itself. The illustration of the new method includes the presentation 

of the results and the discussion of its performance. The validity of the method is then checked 
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against laboratory data on over-washed dikes in dry landward conditions and on rubble mound 

low-crested structures (LCS) in wet landward conditions (Section 5). An example application of 

the new method, presenting and detailing the conceptual steps required for the use of the method 

itself, is proposed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions on the relevance of 

these results for design purpose. The full list of symbols adopted in the paper is provided in 

Section 8. 

 

2. Setup of the numerical model 

This section aims at providing the reader with synthetic information about the numerical model 

adopted (Sub-section 2.1) and the tested hydraulic and geometrical conditions (Sub-section 2.2). 

The capacity and adequacy of the model to reproduce the overtopping processes in case of both 

over-washed and breached dikes is validated against experimental data (Sub-section 2.3). A 

preliminary verification of the reliability and consistency of the results obtained from the new 

numerical simulations is illustrated in Sub-section 2.4. 

 Short description of the model 

The model used in this work is the IH-2VOF (Lara et al., 2011) that is a modified and improved 

version of COBRAS-UC (Losada et al., 2005), developed on the basis of COBRAS (Liu & Lin, 

1997) and RIPPLE (Kothe et al., 1991) codes. The model has undergone a continuous 

development and an extensive validation procedure, carried out for low-crested structures 

(Garcia et al., 2004), wave breaking on permeable slopes (Lara et al., 2006), surf zone 

hydrodynamics on natural beaches (Torres-Freyermuth et al., 2007) and wave overtopping 

(Losada et al., 2005; Lara et al., 2008). 

This kind of models solves the 2DV Reynolds Average Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations, based 

on the decomposition of the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields, into average and 

turbulent components. The κ–ɛ equations (Rodi, 1980; Lin and Liu, 1998) are used for modeling 

the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and the turbulent dissipation rate (ɛ). The influence of turbulence 

fluctuations on the mean flow field is represented by the Reynolds stresses. The governing 

equations for κ–ɛ are derived from the Navier–Stokes equations, and higher order correlations 

of turbulence fluctuations in κ and ɛ equations are replaced by closure conditions. A non-linear 

algebraic Reynolds stress model is used to relate the Reynolds stress tensor and the strain rate 

of mean flow. The free surface movement is tracked by the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method. The 

flow inside the porous media is solved through the resolution of the Volume-Averaged Reynolds 

Averaged Navier–Stokes equations. These equations are derived by integrating the RANS 

equations over a control volume and the interfacial forces between the fluid and solids have been 

modeled according to the extended Forchheimer relationship, in which both linear and nonlinear 
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drag forces are included in the equations. For the complete mathematical formulation see Liu et 

al. (1999) and Hsu et al. (2002). 

The original code by Lara et al. (2011) is conceived to work with a constant water depth h across 

the whole channel (like in Figure 1, right), i.e. to deal with wet landward conditions only. The 

possibility to represent the dry landward conditions (Figure 1, left) was achieved by slightly 

modifying the right boundary condition. In the original code, the following condition for the value 

of the cross-shore flow velocity u at the (n-1,j)-th cell of the numerical domain is imposed : 

u(n-1,j)∝
h

h(n-1,j)
∙ √g∙h(n-1,j), 

where n is the number of the cells in the cross-shore direction x, j is the row-indicator (varying 

between 1 and the number m of the cells in the vertical direction z) and h(n-1,j) is the water depth 

at the (n-1,j)-th cell. This condition applies only in case of a free-outflow at the first iteration of 

each time step.  

If h(n-1,j)=0 , also u(n-1,j) should be 0; however, in the original code it tends to ∞, resulting in 

numerical instability and crashing of the simulation.  

In addition, if h(n-1,j)=0 but h(n-2,j)>0, u(n-1,j) should not be 0, because this would represent a 

totally-reflective boundary. Therefore, the boundary condition was modified as follows: 

If h(n-1,j)>0, u(n-1,j)∝
h

h(n-1,j)
∙ √g∙h(n-1,j), else u(n-1,j)= u(n-2,j) . 

This algorithm does not affect the original condition for the wave absorption since it applies only 

when h(n-1,j)=0, i.e. before the waves reach the boundary.  

The validation of the modified numerical code is provided in Sub-section 2.3. 

 The numerical tests 

The modified version of the IH-2VOF code was used to carry out a series of simulations of 

irregular waves characterized by Jonswap spectrum against a trapezoidal dike in a two-

dimensional flume, 43 m long and 2.0 m deep. The computational domain has been discretized 

with a constant mesh of Δz=0.01 m in the vertical direction and a variable mesh for the cross-

shore direction. The highest resolution in the x-direction Δx=0.01 m is constant in the area around 

the structure and gradually decreases towards the left and the right boundary sections up to 

approximately Δx=0.04 m. Overall, the mesh consists of 1733 and 201 cells in the x-direction 

and the z-direction respectively. The layout of the numerical channel is displayed in Figure 2. 

For all the simulations, 69 wave gauges (see Figure 2) were installed in the numerical flume to 

measure the free surface elevations, the pressures and the velocities in front of, over and behind 

the structure to describe the wave run-up, reflection, overtopping and transmission. In particular 

the measurements from 5 wave gauges have been used in this paper, and specifically:  
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 3 wave gauges to estimate the wave reflection coefficient Kr, following the method proposed 

by Zelt and Skjelbreia (1992). These gauges were placed at approximately 19 m from the 

wave generator. The distance from the wave generator and the inter-distances among the 

gauges (0.5 m and 0.1 m) were kept constant during the tests, but accounting for  the different 

wave periods;  

 1 wave gauge at the crest off-shore edge to evaluate the average overtopping discharge q; 

 1 wave gauge behind the structure to measure the transmitted wave height and the piling-up. 

 

 

Figure 2– Layout of the numerical flume and wage gauges. 

 

The numerical simulations were carried out on smooth and impermeable structures exclusively. 

This choice was made for the following reasons:  

 the roughness would enhance the wave energy dissipation occurring along the off -shore 

slope and the permeability would generate filtration, resulting in a reduction of the total 

overtopping discharge over the crest; the simulation of smooth structures leads therefore to 

a more cautious approach. 

 The introduction of the roughness and of the permeability factors in the numerical model 

involves the representation of the filtration motion in the porous media, which increases the 

complexity of the model and the number of parameters to be calibrated (e.g., the coefficients 

of the Forchheimer’s equation, etc.), raising the uncertainty level. Furthermore, the 

calibration phase should be repeated for each of the values of the roughness factor γf 

suggested in the literature and would require a systematic investigation that is out of the 

focus of the present work. 

The trapezoidal smooth structure – characterized by varying seaward slope (cotαoff = 4 or 6) and 

fixed landward slope (cotαin=3) – was placed at a distance of 39 m from the numerical wave 

generator, see the layout in Figure 2. The crest width (Gc) and the height (hc) of the structure 

were kept constant and respectively equal to 0.3 m and 0.85 m, while its crest free-board (Rc) 

has been made varying with the still water depth (h). A 1:100 sloping foreshore was located in 

front of the structure to allow deep water wave generation.  
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The dikes were subjected to a variety of irregular wave attacks, with significant wave heights Hs 

equal to 0.1 or 0.2 m and peak periods Tp ranging approximately from 1.3 to 6.5 s. The values 

of Hs and Tp were such to determine wave steepnesses Hs/Lm-1,0 varying between 0.02 and 0.05. 

The geometrical dimensions, the slopes and the wave attacks were chosen to reproduce “typical” 

cases of real structures. In particular, we referred to (and extended) the experiments of wave 

overtopping at seadikes carried out by Schüttrumpf & Oumeraci (2005) in the small wave flume 

of the Leichtweiss Institute for Hydraulic Engineering of the Technical University of Braunschweig 

in Germany.  

A free outflow boundary condition was set at the right boundary of the numerical channel. Two 

different landward conditions were considered for the structure:  

 “wet” landward area, to investigate the potential effects of the piling -up and the return flow 

in case of breached structures; 

 “dry” landward area, for the representation of the wave overtopping process in presence of 

emerged and over-washed dikes. 

The scheme of Figure 1 displays the meaning of the “wet” and “dry” landward condition, which 

basically refers to the presence or absence of water also behind the structures. A “dry” condition 

applies to over-washed structures, while the “wet” condition applies to breached dikes.  

By combining different geometries, wave attacks and landward conditions, a total of 94 tests 

were carried out. The summary of the target conditions adopted for the tests is reported in Table 

1. Not all the possible combinations have been tested. In particular, the dry landward condition 

was applied only to submerged and zero-freeboard structures, based on the assumption that the 

return-flow is negligible (or null) in presence of emerged structures. Such assumption was indeed 

verified by carrying out twice one emerged test at Rc/Hs=+0.5 with the same wave conditions 

(Hs=0.1 m, Hs/Lm-1,0=0.03) and cross-section (cot(αoff) =4), and varying the landward condition 

only. The outcomes of the two simulations (wet and dry) were completely identical, both 

considering the wave overtopping discharge and the flow characteristics above the structure 

crest (velocity, pressure, depth). 

The computational effort necessary to simulate each test was approximately of 3 days for the 

dikes in dry landward conditions and 1.5 day for the wet conditions. Overall, the set -up of the 

complete database required nearly 3 Tb of rough data (≈32 Gb for each test). 
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Table 1. Summary of the tested conditions with the numerical model. The cases with “dry” 

landward conditions were all carried out with Hs=0.2 m and Hs/Lm-1,0=0.02 and 0.03 only.  

Rc/Hs -1.5 -1 -0.5 -0.2 0 +0.5 +1 +1.5 

Hs/Lm-1,0 0.02; 0.03 
0.02; 0.03; 

0.04 

0.02; 0.03; 

0.05 
0.02 

0.02; 0.03; 

0.04; 0.05 

0.02; 0.03; 

0.04 

0.02; 0.03; 

0.05 
0.03 

Hs [m] 0.1; 0.2 0.1; 0.2 0.1; 0.2 0.2 0.1; 0.2 0.1; 0.2 0.2 0.2 

cot(αoff) 4; 6 4; 6 4; 6 4; 6 4; 6 4; 6 4; 6 4; 6 

cot(αin) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Gc [m] 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Landward wet; dry wet; dry wet; dry dry wet; dry wet; dry wet wet 

Tot. # 12 18 18 2 20 16 6 2 

 

 Validation of the modified numerical model  

The original IH-2VOF code has been already validated and successfully adopted for modelling 

the wave overtopping at rubble mound breakwaters (Losada et al., 2005), smooth dikes and 

seawalls (Reeve et al., 2008; Peng & Zou, 2011) and harbor caissons (a.o. Misra et al., 2011). 

The modified code is validated for the first time in this contribution against laboratory tests on 

wave overtopping at over-washed dikes in dry landward conditions (Sub-section 2.3.1) and at 

smooth submerged breakwaters in wet landward conditions (Sub-section 2.3.2).  

 Validation of the model in over-washed conditions 

The validation of the modified numerical code has been carried out by selecting and reproducing 

5 laboratory tests on wave overtopping and overflow against a trapezoidal levee at negative 

freeboard and dry landward conditions. The selected tests belong to the set of experiments 

conducted in the wave flume at the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center 

(ERDC), Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL) in Vicksburg, MS (Hughes & Nadal; 2009; 

Hughes & Shaw, 2011), which represent so far the only experience on over-washed dikes 

available in the literature. The tested levee was characterized by a fixed geometry (cot(αoff)=4.25, 

cot(αin)=3, Gc=0.122 m) subjected to a variety of wave attacks (Hs and Tp) and still water level 

(h), realizing different crest freeboards (Rc). The detailed description of the experiments is given 

in Hughes and Nadal (2009), while the structural and hydraulic parameters of the 5 selected 

tests are reported in model scale units in Table 2. The water surface elevation registered at the 

wave gauge in front of the wave maker (wave gauge 1 in Hughes & Nadal, 2009) were used to 

force the left-boundary condition in the numerical code.  

Table 2 compares also the resulting values of q and Kr derived from the numerical simulations 

of the 5 tests and the corresponding lab measurements (for the tests R18 and R20 the measure 

of Kr was not available). The percentage errors among numerical and experimental values is 

included between -23.3% and +12.5 in case of q and between -12.5 and +22.2% in case of Kr. 

These percentages and the standard deviations (σ=0.03 for Kr and σ=0.008 m3/(sm) for q) fall in 
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the range of the uncertainty associated to the most common predicting method, see Muttray et 

al. (2006) and Zanuttigh & van der Meer (2008) for Kr, and EurOtop (2016) for q. Furthermore, 

no systematic tendency of overestimation or underestimation is observed for both the quantities. 

These outcomes quantify the accuracy of the modified numerical code and provide a validation 

of its results in dry landward conditions. 

 

Table 2. Summary of the 5 tests selected from Hughes & Nadal (2009) and reproduced in the 

numerical code, and comparison among lab measurements and corresponding numerical 

estimates of q and Kr. Lab scale values (1:25). 

Tests parameters  

(model units) 
q [m3/(sm)] Kr 

Test ID Hs [m] Tp [s] Rc [m] h [m] Lab Num 
(Num-Lab) 

Lab 
Lab Num 

(Lab-Num) 

Lab 

R14 0.071 2.09 -0.0110 0.621 0.0065 0.0066 1.5% 0.27 0.31 22.2% 

R18 0.100 2.77 -0.043 0.653 0.0202 0.0155 -23.3% - 0.29 - 

R20 0.065 2.00 -0.063 0.673 0.0285 0.0234 -17.9% - 0.24 - 

R109 0.099 2.73 -0.012 0.622 0.0056 0.0063 12.5% 0.35 0.34 -2.9% 

R118 0.097 2.37 -0.032 0.642 0.0121 0.0118 -2.5% 0.32 0.28 -12.5% 

 

 Validation of the model in overtopping and breached conditions 

In the literature, very few data on wave overtopping at breached and smooth dikes are available. 

Most of the experience on submerged structures is indeed focused on the analysis of Kr and Kt 

(Van der Meer et al., 2005). To our knowledge, the only tests available to validate the numerical 

code in breached conditions are the 2D experiments on wave overtopping at a submerged 

plywood breakwater carried out by Cox & Tajziehchi (2005) in the wave flume of the Water 

Research Laboratory of the University of New South Wales, Australia. These tests consist of a 

set of different combinations of 12 monochromatic waves against 3 different trapezoidal 

breakwaters at negative freeboard (Rc=-0.05, -0.1 and -0.15 m), characterized by 3 crest widths 

(Gc=3.5, 1.5 and 0.3 m) and fixed slopes (cot(αoff)=cot(αin)=2). The 12 monochromatic waves 

include both breaking and non-breaking conditions, with values of the wave steepness H/L 

varying approximately in the range [0.01-0.07] and values of H/h in the range [0.01 – 0.5]. Further 

information about the experiments and the details of the experimental setup, the tested 

conditions and the measured values of q can be found in Tajziehchi (2006). 

The tests for the validation have been selected by considering the geometrical and hydraulic 

features of the numerical tests (see Table 1). Specifically, we selected the breakwater 

characterized by Gc=0.3 m (tests “t3”, in Tajziehchi, 2006) and a set of 5 waves so that the values 

of H/L and Rc/H were similar to the wave conditions realized within the new numerical tests 

(Section 2.2). Each experimental test has been reproduced in the numerical code by simulating 
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50 s of wave attack (corresponding to a number of 25-50 waves according to the wave period 

T). The characteristics of the 5 selected tests, the corresponding measurements and numerical 

values of q are here reported in Table 3.  

Also in this case the percentage errors among numerical and experimental values are modest, 

being in the range [ -9.3%; +6.9], with a standard deviation σ=0.004 m3/(sm). The errors have a 

random distribution. These outcomes quantify the accuracy of the modified numerical code and 

provide a validation of its results in wet landward conditions.  

 

Table 3. Summary of the 5 tests selected from Tajziehchi (2006) and reproduced in the numerical 

code, and comparison among lab measurements and corresponding numerical estimates of q. 

Lab scale values. 

Tests parameters q [m3/(sm)] 

Test ID 
H  

[m] 

T  

[s] 

Rc  

[m] 

h  

[m] 

H/L  

[-] 
Lab Num 

(Num-Lab) 

Lab 

t3-21 0.058 1.00 -0.1 0.40 3.9% 0.0043 0.0039 -9.30% 

t3-30 0.118 2.00 -0.1 0.40 3.0% 0.0146 0.0152 4.11% 

t3-42 0.115 1.49 -0.15 0.45 4.0% 0.0115 0.0123 6.96% 

t3-46 0.091 2.00 -0.15 0.45 2.2% 0.0092 0.0087 -5.43% 

t3-47 0.147 2.00 -0.15 0.45 3.6% 0.0147 0.0135 -8.16% 

 

 Preliminary verification of the numerical tests  

This Sub-section aims at verifying the results of the numerical simulations in terms of Kr and Kt 

values against experimental data and against the predictions by the Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) tool developed by Zanuttigh et al. (2016) and Formentin et al. (2017) and adopted by 

EurOtop (2016).  

Considering the tested conditions used for the numerical simulations, the experimental data 

available for comparison are:  

 Kr: tests on smooth straight slopes (cotαoff =[0.7; 6]), carried out in wave flume and dry 

landward conditions at Rc/Hs>0 (Zanuttigh & Van der Meer, 2008); 

 Kr and Kt: tests on smooth LCS, carried out in wave basin and wet landward conditions, 

and characterized by Gc/Hs=[0; 8.6], Rc/Hs=[-8.0; 1.3], cotαoff =[1.5; 4] (Van der Meer et 

al., 2005).  

Besides these tests, if one considers similar structures, the ANN has been trained also on a 

number of permeable LCS data in wave basin and in wave flume (Kramer et al., 2005).  

The comparison with the experimental data is provided in Figures 3-a and 3-b, while the 

comparison with the ANN predictions is given in Figures 4-a and 4-b for Kr and Kt respectively. 
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The diagrams relative to Kr include both the dry and the wet numerical tests, as it is expected 

that the structure landward conditions only marginally affect the wave reflection and therefore no 

particular difference should be observed between the two conditions. This guess is indeed 

confirmed by Figure 4-a, that shows no bias or heteroscedasticity related to the landward 

conditions among ANN predictions and numerical values. The comparison for Kt is instead given 

for the wet tests only (Figures 3-b and 4-b) as no transmitted wave height can be computed for 

tests in dry conditions.  

 

   

Figure 3 – Values of Kr (panel a) and Kt (panel b) computed from the numerical simulations 

compared to the corresponding experimental values available for smooth and impermeable 

slopes (a: Zanuttigh & Van der Meer, 2008; b: Van der Meer et al., 2005). The Kr-values are 

shown as functions of ξm-1,0 and are grouped in classes of Rc/Hs. The Kt-values are shown as 

functions of Rc/Hs. In panel a both the wet and dry numerical tests are shown, while in panel b 

only the wet tests are shown. 

 

(b) (a) 
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Figure 4 – Values of Kr (a-panel) and Kt (b-panel) computed from the numerical simulations 

(respectively, Kr,num and Kt,num) compared to the corresponding values predicted with the ANN 

by Formentin et al., 2017 (respectively, Kr,ANN and Kt,ANN). In a-panel, both the wet and dry tests 

are shown, while in panel-b only the wet tests are shown. 

 

Figures 3-a,b show that both the numerical values of Kr and Kt follow the same trends of the 

experimental data against ξm-1,0 and Rc/Hs, respectively The numerical values of Kt are all 

included in the cloud of the experimental data, while part of the numerical Kr-values are lower 

than the corresponding experimental ones. These data consistently correspond to structures at 

Rc/Hs≤0 (see Figure 3-a), which induce less wave reflection than the emerged structures 

characterizing the lab data.  

The agreement among numerical results and ANN predictions (Figure 4) is quantitatively 

represented by the values of σ=0.06 and R2=0.88 in case of Kr and of σ=0.08 and R2=0.96 in 

case of Kt. These values are particularly satisfactory if compared to the average optimal 

performance of the ANN tool achieved when predicting the data used for its training (i.e. 

calibration), which gives σ≈0.035 for both Kr and Kt and R2=0.96-0.99 for Kr and Kt respectively 

(see Formentin et al., 2017).  

In conclusion, the combined analysis of Figures 3 and 4 demonstrates that the numerical model 

gives a reliable and consistent representation of Kr and Kt in both dry and wet landward 

conditions. This proves in turn that the model can accurately reproduce the wave overtopping 

process, since reflection, overtopping and transmission are strictly correlated, i.e. the lower the 

reflection the higher the run-up, the overtopping and the transmission.  

 

(a) (b) 
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3. Limits of the existing methods  

Aim of this Section is to compare the numerical results with the existing formulae for the 

prediction of q. These formulae have been traditionally developed separately for emerged and 

zero-freeboard structures (Rc/Hs≥0) or for negative freeboards (Rc/Hs<0). All the formulae for 

Rc/Hs<0 are targeted to represent dry structures only. Therefore the numerical results are 

compared to the corresponding formulae in two separate Sub-sections, 3.1 and 3.2 for Rc/Hs>0 

and Rc/Hs<0 respectively. The effects of the wet landward conditions are presented and 

discussed in Sub-section 3.3, investigating the reasons of the inadequacy of the formulae for the 

representation of fully-breached or submerged structures.  

Note that the EurOtop ANN tool (Zanuttigh et al., 2016) for the prediction of q is not adopted for 

comparison since it was calibrated exclusively on structures in dry landward conditions with 

Rc/Hs≥0. Therefore most of the new tests presented here are out of the field of validity of this 

method. 

 Emerged and zero-freeboard structures 

In case of Rc/Hs≥0 the value of q can be predicted by means of the well-consolidated formulae 

provided by the EurOtop manual (2016). For a probabilistic design these formulae give: 

where γb, γf, γv and γb are the influence factors for a berm, roughness elements on a slope, a 

crown wall and oblique wave attacks. In the case of the numerical tests presented in this paper, 

all these factors are equal to 1.  

Figure 5 compares the numerical values of q (qnum) with the corresponding estimates by Eq. (2) 

(qEur). The comparison is provided in terms of relative errors (qEur-qnum)/ qEur as functions of Rc/Hs, 

and the data are grouped by values of cotαoff (4 and 6). The values of Rc/Hs are here computed 

from the incident wave heights Hs measured at the structure toe instead of the target values 

reported in Table 1. The values of qnum are of the same order of magnitude of qEur, as all the 

errors fall within a range of ± 40%. These percentages are comparable to the errors associated 

to the EurOtop formulae and to the most common predicting methods, which may often show 

differences among predictions and measurements greater than the 30% (EurOtop, 2016). No 

significant bias of the error is observed neither towards Rc/Hs, nor cotαoff or other parameters, 

such as the wave steepness and the breaker parameter (these latter results are not reported for 

sake of brevity).   

q
overtop

= min

 
 
 

 
 0.023

 tan α
 ∙ξ

m-1,0
∙ exp -  2.7

Rc 

ξm-,1,0∙Hs∙γb∙γf∙γv∙γβ

 
1.3

 ∙ gHs
3
    

0.09∙ exp -  1.5
Rc
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3
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Figure 5 – Relative percentage error (qEur-qnum)/qEur among the values of q derived from the 

numerical code (qnum) and the corresponding estimates (qEur) by the EurOtop (2016) formulae, 

as functions of Rc/Hs. The values are grouped according to the value of the off-shore slope 

(cotαoff) of the structures. Tests at Rc/Hs≥0 only. 

 

 Negative freeboard: over-washed structures 

The reference methods for the prediction of q in case of Rc/Hs<0 are the EurOtop formulae (2016) 

and the formulae by Hughes & Nadal (2009). Both these methods are based on the conceptual 

splitting of the total overtopping into two components: the steady water overflow due to a storm 

surge higher than the crest freeboard (hereinafter, qoverflow) and the overtopping water due to the 

incoming waves (qovertop).  

The first component is treated as the flow over a broad-crested weir in open channels, assuming 

that the dike crest is wide enough and that the friction losses are negligible to ensure a 

hydrostatic pressure distribution and determine the occurrence of the critical flow at some point 

over the crest. Under these hypotheses, qoverflow becomes proportional to the upstream head (i.e. 

the difference between the surge elevation and the dike crest freeboard) through an empirical 

coefficient. EurOtop (2007), (2016) proposed the use of the simple following equation:  

where the upstream head is expressed in term of the negative crest freeboard Rc (see  

Figure 1). The EurOtop manual suggests to simply add the overflow term given by Eq. (3) to the 

overtopping component qovertop of Eq. (2), where Rc must be set to 0. 

q
overflow

=0.54 g∙|-Rc
3
|,        (3) 
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Hughes & Nadal (2009) – based on a series of experimental tests – derived the following 

predictive equation for q:  

where qoverflow in this case is computed as 

This approach still splits q into the two contributes but, differently from the EurOtop formulae, 

tries to account for the combined effect of storm surge and incoming waves, instead of simply 

summing them. Note that Eq. (5) is formally identical to Eq. (3), the only (little) difference being 

the weir coefficient. 

Figures 6 and 7 compares the values of qnum with the predictions from EurOtop (2016), qEur, and 

from Hughes and Nadal (2009), qHN, respectively. The two figures show very similar trends of 

the relative errors as functions of Rc/Hs. The values of qnum are systematically overestimated by 

both formulae, being the lower the Rc/Hs, the higher the overestimation. The greatest difference 

between the two formulae is observed for Rc/Hsi≈-0.2 (dry tests), where (qEur-qnum)/qEur ≈ +10% 

while (qHN-qnum)/qHN ≈-50%. The better agreement of the EurOtop formulae in this case of modest 

submergence is justified by the fact that these formulae are targeted to zero-freeboard 

conditions. 

 

Figure 6 – Relative percentage error (qEur-qnum)/qEur among the values of q derived from the 

numerical code (qnum) and the corresponding estimations (qEur) by the EurOtop (2016) formulae, 

as functions of Rc/Hs. The values are grouped according to the landward condition (dry or wet). 

Tests at Rc/Hs<0.  

 

q=0.0336∙ gHm0
3

+0.973∙q
overflow

∙  -
Rc

H𝑠𝑖
 

0.083

,         (4) 

q
overflow

=0.5443√g ·(-Rc) 
3
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Figure 7 – Relative percentage error (qHN - qnum)/qHN among the values of the wave overtopping 

discharge derived from the numerical code (qnum) and the corresponding estimations (qHN) by 

Hughes and Nadal (2009) formulae, as functions of Rc/Hs. The values are grouped according to 

the landward condition (dry or wet). Tests at Rc/Hs<0.  

 

The dry tests are sensibly less overestimated by the formulae than the wet tests. With the 

exception of two outliers around Rc/Hs≈-1, the dry tests are characterized by an error that is on 

average equal to 20-25% and that in Figure 7 drops to 0 when Rc/Hs≈-0.5. Such errors are 

comparable or even lower than the errors derived for the tests in emerged conditions (see Figure 

5). On the contrary, the overestimation of the wet tests is approximately of one order of 

magnitude in both figures.  

 

 Why the existing formulae are insufficient 

The results of Figures 6 and 7 indicate that the overtopping is strongly affected by the landward 

conditions. A qualitative explanation of this phenomenon is provided by Figure 8, which 

reproduces the instantaneous snapshots of the passage of a wave trough over the structure 

crest during the simulation of the same submerged test (Rc/Hs=-1.5) for an over-washed (a) and 

a breached (b) structure. In case of over-washing, a nearly constant hydraulic gradient is present 

between the off-shore and the in-shore sections of the structure crest. After the complete 

breaching, the presence of water at the landward slope reduces or nullifies such hydraulic 

gradient. This is particularly evident during the trough phase, when the head over the structure 

crest of a wet tests may be even lower than the still water level at the off -shore edge. In such 

conditions, the result is an inversion of the horizontal hydraulic gradient, which induces a return-

flow over the dike crest and negative values of the cross-shore flow velocity u.  
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Figure 8 – Instantaneous snapshots of the numerical wave flume in correspondence of the 

structure during the simulation of the same submerged test (Rc/Hs=-1.5) carried out with dry (a) 

and wet (b) landward conditions. Both the snapshots refer the passage of a wave trough over 

the structure crest (x≈39 m). 

 

As an example, Figure 9 shows a 5 seconds-time-evolution of the flow depth (h) above the 

structure crest, for a breached condition with Rc=-0.3 m and Rc/Hs=-1.5. The vertical profiles of 

u (m/s) registered at the wave crest and at the wave trough (t=1 s and t =3.8 s, respectively) are 

reported in Figure 10. From Figures 9 and 10, it is clear that the sign of u depends on the wave 

phase: during the crest phase (Figure 10, a) the flux is in-shore directed along the whole vertical, 

while during the trough phase (Figure 10, b) the values of u become negative, revealing the 

presence of an off-shore directed flux (return flow).  

 

Figure 9 – Time evolution (5 seconds) of the flow depth (h) over the crest of a submerged dike 

(black line), compared to the still water level (blue dots).  
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Figure 10 – Vertical profiles (z) of the horizontal component of the flow velocity (u) over the crest 

of a submerged structure (black line), during the crest phase (a) and the trough phase (b). The 

still water level is indicated for comparison (blue dots). 

 

The inverse horizontal gradient may be enhanced by the occurrence of piling-up (pup) behind the 

structure due to the wave breaking over the structure crest (Zanuttigh et al., 2008). Indeed, non-

negligible pup-values were measured behind the structures in case of wet tests. Figure 11 reports 

the average values of pup derived from the numerical wave gauges placed along the landward 

edge of the structures. The values of pup are higher in case of Rc/Hs≥-1, while when Rc/Hs<-1 pup 

tends to zero, in agreement with the results of Zanuttigh et al. (2008).  

 

Figure 11 – Values of the piling-up (pup) measured behind the structures in case of “wet tests” 

(breached dikes) as functions of Rc/Hs. Negative freeboards only (Rc/Hs<0).  
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In summary, in case of a breached dike, i.e in wet conditions:  

 the horizontal gradient is significantly reduced (with respect to dry conditions) by the 

presence of water behind the structure, even during the crest wave phase;  

 during the trough wave phase, the gradient may be inverted and a return flow may occur;  

 the reduction (crest phase) or inversion (trough phase) of the gradient are enhanced by the 

piling-up.  

The combination of these effects leads to a significant reduction of qoverflow that becomes an 

intermittent flow mainly (or exclusively) governed by the wave pumping, instead than a quasi-

steady weir-like flow. This can thus explain the overestimation of the values of q given by the 

formulae (Figures 5 and 6).  

 

4. The new method for over-washed and breached dikes 

A new conceptual method has been conceived to estimate q at over-washed and breached dikes. 

Such method starts from the conceptual model developed by Zanuttigh et al. (2008) to represent 

q and pup at low crested structures.  

Similarly to the current approach (EurOtop, 2016 and Hughes & Nadal, 2009), the new method 

is based on the separation of the contributions due to the wave pumping and the overflow. The 

novelty of the method consists in the set-up of a unique physically based formulation that 

accounts for pup but can be used indifferently whether pup is zero (over-washed dikes) or not 

(breached dikes).  

Despite the model has been calibrated on the numerical tests on smooth dikes, it includes the 

possibility to be extended to rubble mound and permeable structures, through the introduction 

of the roughness factor γf, whose effectiveness has been checked in the validation phase.  

The equations of the new method are provided in the following. 

 

where: qdrift is the drift discharge component due to the wave pumping; qoverflow is the overflow 

component depending on Rc and on pup in case of wet tests; the values of the coefficients λs, λr, 

and a, b of Eq.s (7) and (8) are reported in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.  
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Eq. (7) is directly derived from Zanuttigh et al. (2008) and Calabrese et al. (2005). The description 

of the procedure for the computation of qdrift and the meaning of the physical quantities of Eq. (7) 

is given in Sub-section 4.1.  

The expression of Eq. (8) has been developed by analyzing the existing formulae and the 

physical processes and by fitting the coefficients on the basis of the results of the numerical 

simulations. Eq. (8) is proposed in this work for the first time. The details and the physical 

interpretation of Eq. (8) are provided in Sub-section 4.2.  

This new method is described (Sub-section 4.1 and 4.2) and validated against the numerical 

tests, characterized by γf =1 (Sub-section 4.3) in comparison with the existing models (Hughes 

& Nadal, 2009 and EurOtop, 2016). The validity of the method is checked on experimental data 

for overtopped and over-washed dikes (γf =1 and dry landward conditions, Sub-section 5.1) and 

for breached rubble mound LCS (γf =0.4 and wet landward conditions, Sub-section 5.2) as no 

data for breached smooth dikes were available.  

 

 The drift component of the new approach 

Eq. (7) consists of two terms, λs∙
Hrms

2

8
∙

cs

hD
 and λr∙0.9∙

Hrms
2

Tm
, representing the Stokes and the roller 

mass drift, respectively. According to the literature (Zanuttigh et al., 2008), both the calibration 

factors λs and λr are here kept equal to 1 (see Table 4). Tm is the mean wave period and Hrms is 

the root-mean-squared wave height computed as the geometric mean between the transmitted 

(Hrms,t) and the incident (Hrms,i) wave heights: 

For the computation of the transmitted wave height Hst, it is suggested to derive the wave 

transmission coefficient Kt from the consolidated formulae of Van der Meer et al. (2005) for the 

case of smooth structures.  

In Eq. (7), cs is the wave celerity over the structure crest, that can be computed as cs = √ghD 

(see Table 4) under the hypothesis of shallow water linear theory. The term hd = hm +0.5∙Hrms is 

the average water depth over the structure crest accounting for the wave pumping, where hm is 

the average water depth over the crest between the wave breaking point and the breaking end 

(that coincides with the in-shore edge of the dike crest, see the scheme in Figure 12.  

The value of hm is computed as:  

The terms hb and xb are, respectively, the breaking depth and the distance between the breaking 

Hrms= √Hrms,i∙Hrms,t= 
Hsi

1.4
∙

Hst

1.4
.          (9) 

hm=hmo+
pup

2
,     hmo=h-(hc-

hb+Rc

2∙(Gc+xb)
∙xb).        (10) 
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point and the seaward crest edge (see Figure 12), and are estimated by the following formulae 

by Calabrese et al. (2003): 

where γb is the breaker index (Battjes and Janssen, 1978) and it is set to 0.6 in this work (see 

Table 4). If no piling-up occurs (dry tests, pup = 0), hm=hmo in Eq. (10) and can be directly used 

to derive hD that appears in Eq. (7). Otherwise, hm depends on the value of pup, and it can be 

derived (Zanuttigh et al., 2008) from the resolution of the cross-shore momentum equation 

applied to a control volume around the dike cross-section included between the breaking starting 

and the breaking end point (i.e. the area where the piling-up takes place). The selected control 

volume is drawn in Figure 12 with red dashed-dotted lines.  

 

 

Figure 12 – Scheme of the dike cross-section and the control volume (dashed-dotted red lines) 

for the cross-shore momentum equation and the evaluation of the piling-up. 

 

The cross-shore momentum can be written in the following simplified form: 

that accounts only for the resultant pressure force on the control volume surface (Π̅), the resultant 

momentum excess due to the waves (the radiation stress S̅) and the resultant of the friction force 

over the crest dike (R̅). The terms related to the momentum excess due to the currents (C̅) and 

to the filtration (F̅) are both null, because of the 2D domain (C̅ = 0) and the impermeability of the 

dikes (F̅ = 0).  

The terms Π̅ and S̅ of Eq. (12a) are formulated as: 

 

Formally, Eq. (12a,b) should account also for the contribution of R̅, since a slipping boundary 

condition was assumed at the fluid-obstacle interface (see Sub-section 2.2). Based on Zanuttigh 

et al. (2008) and Calabrese et al. (2003), R̅ is a function of the undertow seaward-directed 

hb=h  
Hsi

γbh
 

4

5
;    xb=

hb+Rc

tan αoff
,          (11) 

Π̅+S̅+R̅=0,                    (12a) 

Π̅=  -ρgp
up
 hmo+
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discharge qu and of the pup itself, hence the inclusion of R̅ leads to a 5th-degree equation in pup, 

which could be solved only numerically. Yet, it has been verified by the authors that the friction 

contribution is negligible for the smooth structure surfaces. In this cases, R̅ is at least one order 

of magnitude lower than Π̅ and two orders of magnitude lower than S̅. The error made by 

computing pup with R̅ =0 is lower than the 1%. In case of rubble-mound breakwaters (γf<1), the 

effect of R̅ is not negligible, being on average R̅/Π̅ ≈0.4 (Calabrese et al., 2005). To keep the 

application of this new method simple and practical, the effects of the friction are represented by 

the inclusion of the γf coefficient in Eq. (8). The validity of this assumption is checked against 

experimental data on rubble mound LCS (Sub-section 5.2).  

Therefore, Eq. (12) can be rewritten as the following 2nd order equation in pup: 

 

Table 4. Values/expression of the coefficients adopted for the computation of qdrift and q (Eq.s 7 

and 11). 

Parameter Adopted value/expression 

λs 1 

λr 1 

Tm ≈ Tp /1.24∙ 

hD hm +0.5∙Hrms 

cs √ghD 

γb 0.6 

 

 The overflow component of the new approach 

Eq. (8) is composed by the 3 factors that are physically involved in the overflow process:  

 the weir-like flow due to the average head over the structure crest; 

 the return flow over the crest induced by the pup; 

 the wave breaking process at the toe of the structure induced by the wave steepness. 

The contribution of the weir-like flow depends on the average head over the structure crest due 

to the wave pumping and is represented by the term (Hrms-Rc), accounting for wave transmission. 

From the experimental results (see Figure 11), the values of pup decrease with increasing 

submergence, therefore the lower the Rc/Hs, the lower the pup. The higher the pup, the higher the 

return flow and therefore the lower qoverflow. The result of the combined effects of pup and Rc/Hs<0 

on qoverflow is expressed in Eq. (8) as exp b
Rc

𝛾𝑓H
s,i

-
pup

Hrms
 . This factor reproduces the same 

p
up
2 +2p

up
hmo-

2

ρg
S=0 ↔p

up
=-hmo± hmo

2
+

2S

ρg
,                 (13) 
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exponential relationship between q and Rc/Hs of the EurOtop formulae for emerged tests (Eq. 2), 

but introduces two keys elements – the coefficient b and −
pup

Hrms
 – which allow to account for the 

different dynamics of the overtopping process among dry and wet conditions (b) and for the 

return flow induced by pup.  

The sign of b has been made varying with the landward conditions (see Table 5) in order to 

reflect the physics of the process:  

 in case of dry tests, the more submerged the structure, the higher the hydraulic gradient 

between the off-shore and the in-shore cross sections of the dike crest and therefore the 

higher qoverflow. To make qoverflow increase with increasing |Rc/Hs|, a negative sign of b is 

necessary.  

 on the contrary, for wet tests, the more submerged the structure, the less effective the qoverflow 

component, as the total overtopping rate tends to coincide with the drift overtopping 

component. The result is a positive sign of b that makes qoverflow decreases with increasing 

|Rc/Hs|. 

The numerical values of b have been derived from the fitting of the numerical data. The value of 

b=-0.35 for the dry tests induces a much steeper variation of qoverflow with Rc/Hs than the value of 

b=1.2 for the wet tests. The very mild decrease of qoverflow with Rc/Hs nearly results into a constant 

relationship (see the example application of Section 6). 

Following the form of Eq. (2), the effects of a rough structure surface are represented by the 1/γf 

coefficient, which is included in the exponential term multiplying Rc/Hs, similarly to EurOtop  

formulae (Eq.s (2)+(3)). 

The pup-term applies only to the wet tests because pup=0 for the dry tests and therefore 

exp  −
pup

Hrms
 =1. The introduction of 

pup

Hrms
 in the exponential function allows to keep the same 

expression for the dry and for the wet tests, contemporarily accounting for the inherent 

dependency of pup on Rc/Hs. Note that pup is made dimensionless with the average wave height 

over the structure crest Hrms, which is the governing parameter of the piling-up process. 

The effects of breaking due to wave steepness are included in the term  
Hs,i

Lm-1,0,t
 

-
1

4
, where Lm-1,0 is 

here computed on the basis of the spectral wave period Tm-1,0 (Lm-1,0 =1.56∙T2
m-1,0,t) and Hs,i is the 

wave height measured in the flume.  

The dependence of qoverflow on these 3 physical contributions can be expressed in the same way 

for both dry and wet conditions. The only difference is the coefficient b multiplying Rc/Hs that is 

negative for the dry and positive for the wet conditions (see Table 5).  
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Table 5. Values of the coefficients adopted for the computation of qoverflow (Eq. 8). 

Parameter Adopted value 

a 0.055, for both dry and wet tests 

b 

 

 

 Results and performance on the numerical data 

The results of the application of the new method given by Eq.s (6)-(7)-(8) to the numerical tests 

are shown in the following, from both a qualitative and quantitative point of view. 

Figure 13 provides a qualitative indication of the relative errors among the numerical data (qnum) 

and the corresponding computations of the new formulae (qnew). In the Figure, the values are 

plotted as functions of Rc/Hs and are grouped according to the landward condition. Differently 

from Figures 5 and 6, Figure 13 includes also the tests at Rc/Hs =0. Figure 13 indicates that the 

error (qnew-qnum)/qnew is always included between ±20%. Such value is comparable or even lower 

than the average errors associated to the EurOtop formulae applied to emerged tests (Figure 4). 

However, the errors in Figure 13 are more symmetrically distributed around the zero if compared 

to Figure 4, both considering the dry and the wet tests. A slight bias of the error is detected in 

case of wet tests: all the data tend to be overestimated (though the relat ive error is <20%) for 

Rc/Hs in the interval [-1.3;-1]. The greatest scatter is observed at Rc/Hs=0. 

The relative values of the standard deviation (σ%, normalized with respect to the average values 

of q of the datastes) and of the coefficient of determination (R2) characterizing the agreement 

among qnew and qnum are given in Table 6. The performance indices associated to the wet and 

the dry tests (σ% = 8% and 12% and R2 = 0.96-0.99, respectively) result vey similar, revealing 

that the new method can represent the 2 typologies of landward conditions with approximately 

the same accuracy. In Table 6, the values of σ and R2 associated to the predictions of the dry 

tests are provided also for qEur and qHN (i.e. the estimations of qnum given by the EurOtop, 2016 

and the Hughes & Nadal, 2009 formulae, respectively). The comparison suggests that the 

numerical dry tests are better represented by the new method than by the existing formulae, 

being the σ equal or higher than 40% for qEur and qHN (instead of 11% for qnew) and R2 respectively 

equal to 0.54 and 0.64 (with respect to 0.98 for qnew). 

 

 
-0.35,  dry tests (p

up
=0)

1.2,  wet tests (p
up

≠0)
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Figure 13 – Relative percentage errors (qnew-qnum)/qnew among the values of q derived from the 

numerical code (qnum) and the corresponding estimations (qnew) by the new method provided by 

Eq.s (6)-(7)-(8), as functions of Rc/Hs. The values are grouped according to the landward 

condition. Tests at Rc/Hs≤0 only.  

 

Table 6. Values of the percentage standard deviations (σ%) and of the coefficients of determination 

(R2) associated to the estimations of the numerical/experimental tests given by: the new model (Eq.s 

6-7-8); the formulae by Hughes & Nadal, 2009 (Eq.s 4-5); the EurOtop formulae (Eq.s 2-3). 

Dataset 
Eq.s (6)-(7)-(8) Eq.s (4) and (5) Eq.s (2)+(3) 

σ% R2 [-] σ% R2 [-] σ% R2 [-] 

Numerical  

data used for 

calibration 

Dry tests 8% 0.99 44% 0.64 50% 0.54 

Wet tests 12% 0.96 - - - - 

Experimental 

datasets for 

validation 

O (dry) 17% 0.91 - - 11% 0.95 

HN (dry) 27% 0.80 9% 0.98 29% 0.76 

SC (dry) 12% 0.83 - - 16% 0.72 

FI-1 (wet) 33% 0.85 - - - - 

FI-2 (wet) 43% 0.95 - - - - 

BA (wet) 13% 1.00 - - - - 

AAU (wet) 13% 0.94     
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5. Verification of the new method on experimental data 

In this Section the new method is verified on experimental data. Since the method is conceived 

to work for both wet and dry landward conditions, two different typologies of experiments 

available from the literature have been selected accordingly. The first typology (Sub-section 5.1) 

refers to tests on overtopped and over-washed dikes in dry landward conditions, similar to the 

numerical tests used for calibration. The second typology of experiments (Sub-section 5.2) refers 

to rubble mound LCS, as no measurement of q is available for breached dikes, viz smooth 

structures in wet landward conditions. This second application has been carried out by setting 

the value of γf =0.4 in Eq. (8), checking thus also the effectiveness of including of γf in place of 

R̅ (see Sub-section 4.1) as term to account for the effects due to friction in case of rough structure 

surfaces. 

 Overtopped and over-washed dikes 

The accuracy of the new method for dry tests has been verified by computing qnew for 3 sets of 

laboratory measurements on wave overtopping against smooth slopes (γf=1, cotαoff>0) at 

Rc/Hs≤0 and dry landward condition. The following 3 datasets have been selected from the 

literature:  

 the 27 tests on levees (Rc/Hs = [-0.1; -2.0], cotαoff=4.25, Gc=3.05 m) performed by Hughes 

and Nadal, 2009 (dataset HN, hereinafter), and used to derive Eq.s (4) and (5); 

 8 tests on smooth dikes at Rc/Hs=0 from the database of Owen, 1980 (dataset OW, 

hereinafter); 

 12 tests on smooth dikes (cotαoff= 3 or 4, Gc=0) at Rc/Hs = 0 from Schüttrumpf, 2001 (dataset 

SC, hereinafter); 

The results of the application are quantitatively reported in Table 6 in terms of σ and R2 among 

qnew and the corresponding measured values qmeas for the 3 datasets, and are qualitatively shown 

in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 14 compares the values of qnew to qmeas and qnum (for the laboratory 

and numerical tests, respectively), while Figure 15 shows the percentage errors (qnew - qmeas)/qnew 

as functions of Rc/Hs. The performance of qnew can be compared with qHN (when applicable) and 

qEur in terms of σ and R2 in Table 4 and of the relative errors (qEur - qmeas)/qEur and (qHN - qmeas)/qHN 

in Figure 15. 

In case of the lab datasets, the indexes in Table 6 suggest that the performance of qnew is on 

average comparable with qEur, being, respectively the best and the worst cases R2=0.91, σ=22% 

(dataset OW) and R2=0.80, σ=27% (dataset HN) for qnew and R2 = 0.95, σ=11% (dataset OW) 

and R2=0.72, σ=16% (dataset SC) for qEur. Both qnew and qEur are characterized by a similar 

performance (R2=0.80, σ=27% and R2=0.76, σ=29%, respectively) when applied to the HN data. 

As expected, this dataset is significantly better represented by qHN (R2=0.98, σ=9%). The 

performance of qHN against the OW and SC data is not given since qHN cannot be applied to 

these datasets characterized by Rc/Hs=0.  
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Figure 14 – Comparison among the values of q computed with the new method (qnew) and the 

corresponding measured/numerical values (qmeas; qnum) for 3 selected dataset of laboratory tests 

on smooth over-washed dikes and for the numerical simulations. 

 

Figure 14 gives a qualitative idea of the agreement among qnew and experimental data (qmeas) 

and among qnew and the numerical data (qnum). The HN dataset is very well represented when 

qmeas>1 m2/s, while the lower values of qmeas (8 tests in total) are overestimated by qnew. From 

Figure 15 (a), it can be appreciated that these data correspond to the condition of Rc/Hs >-0.4, 

where (qnew - qmeas)/qnew is on average the 40-50%. With the exception of such tests from HN and 

1 test from OW, (qnew - qmeas)/qnew is always included between ±35%. The error is distribution is 

not biased, and the greatest scatter is concentrated around Rc/Hs=0.  

A similar scatter at Rc/Hs=0 is observed for qEur (Figure 15, c) that, however, tends to 

systematically overestimate all the HN tests and the numerical dry tests. In addition, 2 tests of 

SC are significantly underestimated by qEur, being (qEur - qmeas)/qEur≈50%. 
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Figure 15 – Relative percentage errors among the values of q derived from the numerical code 

(qnum) and the corresponding estimations by: (a) the new fitting provided by Eq.s (6)-(7)-(8); (b) 

Hughes & Nadal (2009), Eq.s (4) & (5); (c) the EurOtop formulae, Eq.s (2)+(3). The errors are 

shown as functions of Rc/Hs.  

(a) 

(b)

 

(c) 
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The best representation of the HN dataset is given by qHN (Figure 15, b), while the tests at zero-

freeboard are evidently out of the range of validity of the formula ( i.e. Rc/Hs<0). qHN overestimates 

the dry tests of approximately the 20% when Rc/Hs≤ -1, gives a perfect representation around 

Rc/Hs=-0.5 and significantly under-predicts the numerical results when Rc/Hs=-0.2. Actually, this 

is expected since qHN was fitted on the HN dataset, which is characterized by significantly lower 

values of q than the numerical results for similar submergence. This divergence among 

experimental and numerical values could be explained with the uncertainty associated to the 

reconstruction of the horizontal velocity values (u) of the flow over the dike crest. For each time 

step t, u(t) is the average of the punctual values of u along the vertical in the numerical 

experiments, while in the lab experiments u(t) is a punctual value measured at an elevation 

approximately half of the water depth of the steady overflow. 

Overall, the following conclusions can be drawn.  

 qHN provides the best representation of the laboratory measurements and a good estimation 

of the numerical dry tests, provided that Rc/Hs<-0.3. However, the method by Hughes & 

Nadal (2009) cannot be applied neither to Rc/Hs=0 nor to the wet tests. 

 qEur accurately reproduces the case of Rc/Hs=0, with the exception of a couple of tests that 

are underestimated, and it generally gives cautious estimations of q when Rc/Hs<0 for both 

the numerical dry tests and the laboratory measurements. Yet, the method is not targeted 

to represent the wet tests. 

 qnew is characterized by the best performance when applied to the numerical dry and wet 

tests, and provides a non-biased representation of most of the laboratory measurements for 

Rc/Hs≤0, revealing a degree of accuracy that is on average comparable to the existing 

methods.  

Therefore, the new method represents a good compromise between accuracy and versatility, 

and it is the only method developed so far that is suitable to estimate q in both dry and wet land-

ward conditions for Rc/Hs≤0. 

 

 Extension to overtopped and breached rubble mound breakwaters  

The accuracy of the new method in case of wet tests is here assessed by comparing the 

predictions qnew with laboratory values of q measured at rubble mound LCS in wet landward 

conditions. To this purpose, the following datasets have been selected:  

 9 tests conducted in the wave flume of the University of Firenze (Ruol et al., 2005); more 

precisely, the selected tests are characterized by Rc/Hs=0, cotαoff=2, Gc=0.4 m (dataset  

FI-1, from now on).  

 30 tests performed by Cappietti et al. (2007) in the wave flume of the University of Firenze; 

these tests are characterized by Rc/Hs=-0.05 and 0, cotαoff=2 and 4, Gc=[0.2; 0.5] m (dataset 

FI-2, from now on); 
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 4 tests carried out in the wave basin of the University of Bari by Martinelli et al. (2006), 

characterized by Rc/Hs≈[-0.7; -0.3], Gc=0.33 m and cotαoff=2 (dataset BA, from now on). 

 20 tests by Kramer et al. (2005) in the shallow water wave basin of the University of Aalborg; 

the selected tests, characterized by Rc/Hs≈[-1.6; 0], Gc=0.2 and 0.6 m and cotαoff=2 (dataset 

AAU, from now on).  

The 3D tests include only non-oblique wave attacks. For these datasets, the new method has 

been applied by imposing the value of γf =0.4 in Eq. (8).  

The performance of the new method against these datasets is reported in Table 6 in terms of 

σ% and R2 and in Figure 16 in terms of comparison among predictions and measurements, 

respectively qnew and qmeas.  

 

  

Figure 16 – Comparison among the values of q computed with the new method (qnew) and the 

corresponding measured values (qmeas) for selected datasets on rubble mound LCS. 

 

The performance indices of Table 6 indicate that the accuracy of the new method against LCS 

is comparable to its accuracy against over-washed dikes. In case of LCS indeed, the values of 

σ% are on average slightly greater, varying between 13% (BA and AAU) and 43% (FI-2), but the 

values of R2 are closer to 1, being the worst (FI-1) and the best (BA) cases R2=0.85 and R2=1, 

respectively. These values are also comparable to the performance of the existing methods qEur 

and qHN applied to over-washed dikes (see Table 6). The slight tendency to overestimate qmeas, 

especially in submerged conditions, can be explained by the approximation of R=0.  

In conclusion, the results of this application indicate that the new method can give reliable and 

accurate estimations of q also in the case of rubble mound LCS in wet landward conditions. Such 

results are particularly satisfactory if considering that the method has been calibrated on smooth 

LCS exclusively.  
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6. Example application of the new method 

This section aims at providing the reader with the synthesis of the formulae included in the new 

method (Sub-section 6.1) and an application to a dike working in breached and over-washed 

conditions (Sub-section 6.2). 

 The equations of the new method 

In summary, the method presented in this work consists of the following equations.  

 For emerged structures (Rc/Hs>0), both in dry and wet landward conditions, the well-

consolidated EurOtop formulae (Eq. 2) are recommended;  

 In case of zero-freeboard and submerged structures (Rc/Hs≤0), the new method synthesized 

in the Eq.s (6)-(7)-(8) is suggested, and specifically: 

 for dry conditions, set pup=0 in Eq.(7) and in Eq. (10) and set the coefficients  

a=0.055 and b=-0.35 in Eq. (8); 

 for wet conditions, compute pup on the basis of Eq. (13) and set the coefficients  

a=0.055 and b=1.2 in Eq. (8). 

For the practical use of the new method when Rc/Hs≤0, see the example application proposed in 

the next Sub-section 5.2. 

 Example for a submerged structure 

The purposes of this Sub-section are i) to provide a simple and practical guide to apply the new 

method, and ii) to illustrate the resulting trend of q against the main parameters (Rc/Hs and  

Hs/Lm-1,0) involved in the new formulae (Eq.s 6-7-8). 

The geometrical features of the structure selected for the application and the wave conditions 

(input parameters, hereinafter) are resumed in Table 7. Starting from the original configuration, 

two different datasets have been artificially built up by varying the values of: 

 the water depth (h) and the structure freeboard (Rc), while keeping constant the structure 

height (hc) and the significant incident wave height (Hs), in order to evaluate the effects of 

the decreasing Rc/Hs;  

 the spectral wave period (Tm-1,0), for a constant Hs, to evaluate the sensitivity to Hs/Lm-1,0.  

The values of the input parameters have been selected to test the applicability of the new 

methods beyond the range of the numerical simulations, i.e. beyond the range used to fit the 

new formulae. The input parameters required for the application of the new method are 7 (in 

green, in Table 7). The logical and computational steps to derive qoverflow and qdrift (and therefore 

q) are summarized in the scheme of Figure 17. The diagram starts (top green frame) with the list 

of the 7 input parameters and the values of the calibration coefficients necessary to compute all 
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the “intermediate” quantities (middle blue frames) and ends with the final output quantities, 

qoverflow and qdrift (bottom orange frames). The 7 steps composing the diagram of Figure 17 can 

be easily implemented in a spreadsheet or organized in an algorithm (e.g. in the Matlab 

environment). 

 

 

Figure 17 – Logical scheme resuming the steps required to apply the new formulae for the 

prediction of q. 

 

Table 7. Hydraulic and geometrical parameters characterizing the example application of the 

new method. The reference for the symbols is given in Figure 1. To be continued. 

 

Values 

Original  

configuration 

Configuration with  

varying Rc/Hs  

Configuration with  

varying Hs/Lm-1,0 

Input parameters  

(1st step) 
   

h [m] 5 [5:0.5:8.8] 5 

Hs,i [m] 2 2 2 

Tm-1,0,t [s] 6 6 [4:0.5:12] 

cot(αoff) 2 2 2 

Rc [m] 0 [-3.8:0.3:0] 0 

Gc [m] 4 4 4 

hc [m] 5 5 5 

γf [-] 1 1 1 
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Table 7. Continued. 

Derived parameters  

(2nd step) 

Original  

configuration 

Configuration with  

varying Rc/Hs  

Configuration with  

varying Hs/Lm-1,0,t 

Lm-1,0,t=1.56∙T2
m-10,t [m] 56.2 [25.0;224.6]  

hb [m] (from Eq. 10) 3.62 [3.62;4.05] 3.62 

xb [m] (from Eq. 10) 7.23 [0.50;7.23] 7.23 

k =2π/ Lm-1,0,t 0.112 0.112 [0.028;0.252] 

ξm-1,0t= 

=tan(αoff)/(Hs,i/Lm-1,0,t)0.5 
2.65 [1.77;5.30] 2.65 

Derived parameters  

(3rd step) 
   

Kt (Van der Meer  

et al., 2005) 
0.551 [0.551;0.800] [0.440;0.697] 

Hs,t =Kt∙Hs,i [m] 1.101 [1.10;1.60] [0.880;1.394] 

hmo [m] (from Eq. 9) 1.16 [1.16;3.81] 1.16 

Derived parameters  

(4th step) 
   

Hrms (from Eq. 8) 1.060 [1.060;1.278] [0.947;1.193] 

S [N/m] (from Eq. 11) 2253 [936;2253] [1875;2253] 

pup [m] (from Eq. 12) 
wet: 0.183 

dry: 0 

wet: [0.025;0.183] 

dry: 0 

wet: [0.148;0.183] 

dry: 0 

Computation of qoverflow  

(5th step) 
   

qoverflow [m2/s] (from Eq. 7) 
wet: 0.331 

dry: 0.433 

wet: [0.331;0.644] 

dry: [0.433; 8.823] 

wet: [0.232;0.510] 

dry: [0.299;0.730] 

Derived parameters  

(6th step) 
   

hm [m] (from Eq. 9) 
wet: 1.25 

dry: 1.16 (=hmo) 

wet: [1.24;1.25] 

dry: [1.16;3.81] (=hmo) 

wet: [1.25;3.83] 

dry: 1.16 (=hmo) 

hD [m] (=hm+0.5∙Hrms) 
wet: 1.78 

dry: 1.69 

wet: [1.78;4.46] 

dry: [1.69; 4.45] 

wet: [1.71;1.84] 

dry: [1.64;1.76] 

cs [m/s] (=√ghD) 
wet: 4.18 

dry: 4.08 

wet: [4.18;6.62] 

dry: [4.08;6.61] 

wet: [4.10;4.25] 

dry: [4.01;4.16] 

Computation of qdrift 

(7th step) 
   

qdrift [m2/s] (from Eq. 6) 
wet: 0.517 

dry: 0.525 

wet: [0.517;0.635] 

dry: [0.525;0.648] 

wet: [0.493;0.529] 

dry: [0.499;0.540] 

Computation of q     

q [m2/s] (from Eq. 5) 
wet: 0.848 

dry: 0.958 

wet: [0.848;1.290] 

dry: [0.958; 9.398] 

wet: [0.725;1.113] 

dry: [0.798;1.269] 
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The results of the application, i.e. the output values of q, are displayed in Figure 18 as functions 

of Rc/Hs and Hs/Lm-1,0 (a and b, respectively). In each diagram, the predictions of q computed 

with the new model are compared to the corresponding predictions given by the EurOtop 

formulae, Eq.s (2)+(3). The diagram with varying Rc/Hs (a) includes also the comparison with the 

formulae by Hughes & Nadal, Eq.s (4) and (5), which would provide a constant output against 

the varying Hs/Lm-1,0 (b). 

The values of q for dry and wet conditions are similar for the original configuration (Rc/Hs=0 and 

Hs/Lm-1,0=0.036) and also when Hs/Lm-1,0 is made varying. A significant difference occurs instead 

with decreasing Rc/Hs due to the qoverflow component (Table 7) that exponentially increases or is 

almost constant for dry or wet conditions respectively. The component qdrift shows small changes 

for all the input configurations and for both the landward conditions.  

As expected, Figure 18-a confirms that the new method gives values of q very similar to the ones 

predicted by the existing methods when the dry condition is selected. In case of Rc/Hs=0 the 

method gives even more cautious estimates of q than the EurOtop formulae, see Figure 17-b. 

The wet condition induces less cautious estimates and a significantly milder trend against Rc/Hs, 

that tends to become constant when Rc/Hs > -1.5.  

 

    

Figure 18 – Predicted values q estimated with: the new model provided by Eq.s (6)-(7)-(8) for 

the dry and the wet tests; Eq.s (2)+(3); Eq.s (4) and (5). The predictions are shown as functions 

of Rc/Hs (a) and of Hs/Lm-1,0 (b). 

 

(a) (b) 
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7. Conclusions 

This contribution presented a new conceptual and practical methodology for the prediction of the 

average wave overtopping discharge (q) at dikes in climate change and catastrophic scenarios, 

i.e. in over-washed or completely breached conditions.  

The new approach is founded on a coherent theoretical and physically-based framework, 

resulting into 3 practical formulae estimating the total overtopping rate q as the sum of two 

separate contributions, i.e. the overflow (qoverflow) and the drift (qdrift) components. The formula for 

evaluating qdrift is derived from the conceptual model already proposed in Zanuttigh et al. (2008). 

A new formulation has been conceived for qoverflow accounting for the combination of the 3 key 

factors governing the overflow process: the hydraulic head over the structure crest, determining 

the weir-like flow; the piling-up that may occur behind the structure and induce return flow over 

the crest; the wave breaking at the structure toe.  

For the development and the calibration of the formulae, a new numerical database has been 

collected, consisting of 94 numerical simulations carried out against a smooth dike, characterized 

by a straight trapezoidal cross-section, with different off-shore slopes, variable crest levels 

(emerged, zero-freeboard and submerged) and subjected to a set of wave attacks. The 

simulations were performed with a slightly modified version of the original 2D-V RANS-VOF code 

(IH-2VOF model) developed by the University of Cantabria and validated in this contribution 

against experimental data. 

The reliability of the numerical results was preliminary assessed by comparing the values of the 

wave reflection and transmission coefficients (Kr and Kt) to similar experimental data and to the 

predictions of Kr and Kt given by the ANN (Formentin et al., 2017). The comparison demonstrated 

that both the processes are accurately and consistently represented in the numerical code.  

As expected, a good agreement among numerical measurements and theoretical predictions 

was found for all the emerged and over-washed dikes by comparing the numerical values of q 

with the existing methods available from the literature, i.e. the formulae by EurOtop (2007, 2016) 

and by Hughes & Nadal (2009). On the contrary, the submerged conditions related to breached 

dikes were substantially overestimated (up to one order of magnitude) by all the existing 

methods.  

The accuracy and the reliability of the new method have been assessed based on the 

representation of the new numerical tests and of the existing laboratory data relative to smooth 

dikes in dry conditions (Owen, 1980; Schüttrumpf, 2001; Hughes & Nadal, 2009) and rubble 

mound low-crested breakwaters in wet conditions (Cappietti et al., 2006; Clementi et al., 2006; 

Martinelli et al., 2006; Kramer et al., 2005). The best performance of the new method is achieved 

on the numerical database, where the values of the coefficient of determination R2 computed 

among predictions and measurements are respectively equal to 0.99 and 0.96 for over-washed 

and breached conditions.  
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For structures in dry conditions, the performance of the new method is not always higher than 

the existing formulae; however, differently from the other formulae, it provides always R2-values 

greater than 0.80. For breached structures, the new method tested against rubble mound LCS 

gives accurate results similarly to the dry conditions, with values of  R2 ranging between 0.85 and 

1. Furthermore, the new method is the only one that can deal with both over-washed and 

breached structures achieving at least the same accuracy of the well-consolidated methods for 

overtopped dikes. 

In conclusion, the new method presented in this work may represent so far the only alternative 

to numerical modelling for a quick and reasonable (i.e. non-overestimated) representation of the 

overtopping process in case of over-washed and breached dikes, scenarios that are likely to 

occur more often due to climate change.  

 

8. List of notations 

a Coefficient of the overflow component of the new method 

ANN Acronym of Artificial Neural Network 

AAU Contraction for the dataset by Kramer et al. (2005) 

b Coefficient of the overflow component of the new method 

BA Contraction for the dataset by Martinelli et al. (2006) 

cs Wave celerity over the structure crest, parameter of Eq. (7) 

D50 Nominal rock diameter or typical armour unit size 

E Euclidean distance among the numerical tests and ANN field of validity, indicator 

of the “similarity” between any new test (i.e. a test not used for the ANN training) 

test and the tests used to train the ANN 

FI-1 Contraction for the dataset by Ruol et al. (2005) 

FI-2 Contraction for the dataset by Cappietti et al. (2007) 

g Acceleration due to gravity 

Gc Structure crest width 

h Still water depth (in generation) or flow depth (over the structure crest) 

H Wave height (monochromatic waves) 

hb Breaker depth 

hc Structure crest height 

hD Average water depth over the structure crest accounting of the wave pumping, 

parameter of Eq. (7) 

hm Average water depth over the crest between the wave breaking point and the 

breaking end, used to compute hD 

hmo Water depth over the crest between the wave breaking point and the breaking 

end, used to compute hm or coincident to hm if pup=0 in Eq. (10) 
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Hrms rms wave height computed as the geometric mean between the rms transmitted 

(Hrms,t) and the rms incident (Hrms,i) wave heights, parameter of Eq. (7) 

Hrms,i rms incident wave height, used to compute Hrms in Eq. (9) 

Hrms,t rms transmitted wave height, used to compute Hrms in Eq. (9) 

Hs Simplified notation of Hsi (significant incident wave height)  

Hsi Significant incident wave height 

Hst Significant transmitted wave height 

HN Contraction of “Hughes & Nadal dataset, 2009” 

k Wave number, component of S̅, Eq. (12b) 

Kr Wave reflection coefficient 

Kr,ZVDM Wave reflection coefficient predicted by Eq. (1) 

Kr,num Wave reflection coefficient derived from the numerical simulations 

Kt Wave transmission coefficient 

m Coefficient depending on γf in Eq. (1) 

n Coefficient depending on γf in Eq. (1) 

L Wave length (monochromatic waves) 

Lm-1,0,t Wave length based on spectral wave period at the structure toe 

LCS Acronym of low-crested structures 

pup Piling-up (respect to the still water level) measured behind the structures 

OW Contraction of “Owen dataset, 1980”  

q Average specific wave overtopping discharge 

qANN Average wave overtopping discharge predicted by the ANN  

qdrift Drift component of the average wave overtopping discharge 

qEur Average wave overtopping discharge predicted by Eq.s (2) + (3) 

qHN Average wave overtopping discharge predicted by Eq.s (4) & (5) 

qmeas Average wave overtopping discharge derived from laboratory measurements 

qnew Average wave overtopping discharge predicted by the new method,  

Eq.s (6), (7), (8) 

qnum Average wave overtopping discharge derived from the numerical simulations 

qoverflow Overflow component of the average wave overtopping discharge 

qovertop Overtopping component of the average wave overtopping discharge 

u Horizontal component of the flow velocity in the numerical simulations 

R̅  Resultant of the friction force over the crest dike, component of the cross-shore 

momentum equation, Eq. (12) 

R2 Coefficient of determination 

Rc Structure freeborard (negative if the structure is submerged) with the respect to 

the still water level 

rms Acronym of “root mean squared” 

RANS Acronym of “Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes equations” 
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S̅  Radiation stress or resultant momentum excess due to the waves, component of 

the cross-shore momentum equation, Eq. (12) 

s0 Wave steepness based on spectral wave period at the structure toe 

SC Contraction of “Schüttrumpf dataset, 2001” 

T Wave period (monochromatic waves) 

Tm-1,0 Spectral wave period 

Tm Mean period from spectral analysis at the structure toe = m2/m0 (see mn) 

Tp Peak period from spectral analysis  

VOF Acronym of “Volume Of Fluid” 

x Label representing the horizontal direction in the numerical domain 

xb Distance between the breaking point and the seaward crest edge, to be computed 

from Eq. (11) and used in Eq. (10) 

z Label representing the vertical direction in the numerical domain 

αin On-shore slope of a structure 

αoff Off-shore slope of a structure 

γb  Breaker index, according to Battjes and Janssen (1978) 

γf  Roughness factor as found in overtopping research 

Δx Horizontal size of the computational mesh 

Δz Vertical size of the computational mesh 

ε Turbulent dissipation rate in the RANS-VOF numerical code 

κ Turbulent kinetic energy in the RANS-VOF numerical code 

λr Calibration coefficient of the qdrift representing the roller mass drift, Eq. (7) 

λs Calibration coefficient of the qdrift representing the Stokes drift, Eq. (7) 

ξ0,m-1 Iribarren-Battjes breaker parameter based on spectral wave period  

Π̅  Resultant pressure force on the control volume surface, component of the cross-

shore momentum equation, Eq. (12) 

σ Standard deviation  

σ% Normalized percentage standard deviation  
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